Vision of Approval of What’s Happening Now
It may be that you are unsure that we were on the right track. You may be plagued by doubt from the
enemy and he’s been whispering in your mind that you should go back to the church system. Don’t
believe him.
Here’s some encouragement for you to stay the course against all opposition.
In 2013 Wendy Alec recorded visions she received and one of them was a preview of what was going to
happen in this new era of the Kingdom – what’s going on now with us. Here’s an extract of one of those
visions where she was in a garden with Jesus, our King. Note my highlighting of what we are doing and
aligning with:
“Then my attention was drawn to a far, far corner of the garden, where I saw bunches of smaller, wildlooking, brightly colored flowers that appeared to be growing crazily, almost unstoppable, with no
pattern or order. And a great joyous, piping melody came up from them. I watched as the Lord Jesus
bent over and plucked the flowers.
There was such a look of joy and tender love on His face, and somehow I knew that He deeply enjoyed
the hearts of these ministries who, in the face of all opposition and persecution, had overcome and
were overcoming the fear of man enough to follow His voice and His Spirit above all others.
These were the ministries who seemed out of step to the church of the present day because they danced
to a new sound from Heaven and piped a new melody to the Bride of Christ.
And although they were not yet fully understood by the five-fold ministry of the day, I knew from the
Lord that this would change in the next coming season. For, they were intimately known and deeply
loved and embraced by the Master.
Jesus placed them gently back onto the emerald-green grass and watched in joy as they continued to
pipe and dance ahead of the field.
Now, amongst the beauty that was now arising all over the vast expanse, I saw two large trees that had
grown seemingly out of nowhere and towered over the garden.
In fact, now that I looked, these trees were appearing on the surrounding edge of the garden.
These, I sensed, represented apostolic works in the Earth today – that had already provided much
sustenance for the Lord’s people and He was well pleased.
But I saw that in this next season there was to be a different mandate and an even wider influence
because they had proven trustworthy in the past season.
As I looked at the trees in front of me, I saw huge branches start to grow from the trunks and roots go
down hundreds of feet below the surface and suddenly many eagles, previously unseen, stirred as one.
Magnificent white and golden eagles flew from the branches.
I felt that because of the strength and sturdiness and expanse of their reach, the trees were apostolic,
representing the structure developers and the builders.
The eagles, these were the Prophets and the Seers.
These were the Apostolic and Prophetic works that were rising in the Earth.
And I saw hundreds of animals and other wildlife able to take cover and find shade and protection
from the heat and the wind and rain.
These ministries were definitely a place of refuge – a place of healing – a place of teaching. And even
as the prophets worked and moved seamlessly with the apostles, in turn the branches were a place of
habitation and safety for the prophets, I sensed.
And then a tremendous fragrance overtook the field. And suddenly, it seemed as though every perfume
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from each individual flower and plant and tree had been released as one glorious aroma that rose up
to the Heavenly Father.
And I knew that it was received at the Throne Room with uproarious delight – a truly acceptable
offering unto the Lord God of Hosts.” 1
Be strong. Listen only to the voice of the Spirit and resist evry pressure to go backwards in the processes
that are bringing you into maturity as a son.
Laurence
14-9-2020
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

1 – Wendey Alec (2013) “Visions From heaven” p:47-48 [Kindle edition]
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